East Pakistan:

That Shadow in the Sky Is

A Vulture—A Fat One

DACCA, East Pakistan—Our writers say that the situation in Pakistan is a very critical one. The situation has reached a point where the country's survival is at stake.

Worse than the 1947-52 battle of independence, East Pakistan is in serious trouble with west Pakistan and its allies. The situation resembles the fighting in the 1947-52 battle of independence.

Western aid for East Pakistan is being cut off, and the government is trying to find other sources of funding. The situation is very critical, and the government is trying to find a way to solve the problem.

The Pakistani government is trying to find a way to solve the problem. The country is facing a severe economic crisis, and the government is looking for ways to improve the situation. The government is also trying to find a way to improve the country's military capabilities. The situation is very critical, and the government is looking for ways to improve the situation.